High-Throughput, Library-Based Selection of a Murine Leukemia Virus Variant To Infect Nondividing Cells
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Gammatropic viruses, such as murine leukemia virus (MLV), are functionally distinguished from lentiviruses, such as human immunodeficiency virus, by their inability to infect nondividing cells. Attempts to engineer this property into MLV have been hindered by an incomplete understanding of early events in the viral life cycle. We utilized a transposon-based method to generate saturated peptide insertion libraries of MLV gag-pol variants with nuclear localization signals randomly incorporated throughout these overlapping genes. High-throughput selection of the libraries via iterative retroviral infection of nondividing cells led to the identification of a novel variant that successfully transduced growth-arrested cells. Vector packaging by cotransfection of the gag-pol-NLS variant with wild-type gag-pol produced high-titer virions capable of infecting neurons in vitro and in vivo. The capacity of mutant virions to transduce nondividing cells could help to elucidate incompletely understood mechanisms of the viral life cycle and greatly broaden the gene therapy applications of retroviral vectors. Furthermore, the ability to engineer key intracellular viral infection steps has potential implications for the understanding, design, and control of other postentry events. Finally, this method of library generation and selection for a desired phenotype directly in a mammalian system can be readily expanded to address other challenges in protein engineering.

The capability to modify or engineer novel viral phenotypes could enhance the use of retroviral vectors as tools for biology and medicine and further elucidate fundamental issues in retroviral biology. Such modifications to the physical and functional properties of retroviruses can be achieved through engineering one of the three genes, gag, pol, or env, from which all retroviral proteins are derived. However, retroviral protein engineering requires not only a consideration of how an individual folded protein will behave but also the intersubunit interactions necessary for assembly into a multimeric capsid and interprotein interactions necessary to construct the preintegration complex (PIC). Genetic modifications to a compact viral genome can be further complicated if the target sequence contributes to multiple gene products, such as in the overlapping gag-pol genes. Therefore, the development of efficient and high-throughput viral protein engineering approaches can aid in addressing questions and challenges in viral and vector biology, including mechanisms of intracellular viral transport.

Though the biochemical processes of reverse transcription and chromosomal integration are well described, the period of the retroviral life cycle between these two events remains incompletely understood (reviewed in references 1 and 21). The retroviral PIC is too large to passively diffuse through the nuclear membrane and must wait until membrane dissolution during mitosis or be actively transported through a nuclear pore complex (NPC) to gain access to chromosomal DNA for integration (45, 50). Several mechanisms for the active nuclear import of lentiviruses, such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which are able to infect nondividing cells, have been proposed (reviewed in references 13 and 49). However, none of HIV’s karyophilic signals has been shown to be definitively necessary or sufficient, and lentiviral vectors with deletions of all previously implicated karyophilic elements were recently shown to still infect nondividing cells (52). In contrast to lentiviruses, gammaretroviruses, such as murine leukemia virus (MLV), can infect only proliferating cells (34, 45). Engineering a simple retrovirus to be capable of infecting nondividing cells could shed light on possible mechanisms sufficient for active nuclear import. In addition, human gene therapy vectors based on MLV have had significant clinical successes, but these have been balanced by potential adverse effects that illustrate the need to develop new techniques for engineering improved vectors (7, 14, 25).

The overlapping MLV gag-pol genes encode Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins, which are proteolytically cleaved to yield all of the structural and functional proteins present after cellular entry. gag encodes the structural proteins matrix (MA), p12, nucleocapsid (NC), and capsid (CA), and pol encodes the enzymatic proteins protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase (IN). The exact structure and composition of the PIC are undetermined, so any of these proteins could potentially be engineered to mediate nuclear import. Previous attempts to confer nuclear import capabilities to MLV have relied on rationally inserting nuclear localization signals (NLSs) into the MLV genome or substituting wild-type (WT) MLV domains with analogous HIV regions (11, 35, 48, 51). Some of these modifications resulted in the nuclear localization of viral subcomponents but did not enable the successful infection of nondividing cells (35, 48). The insertion of a NLS into the MA protein of spleen necrosis virus, an avian retrovirus, was reported to mediate successful infection of arrested cells in vitro (43); however, recent attempts to duplicate this result suggest that the effect seen may be limited to the in vitro
system utilized and that low titers could have possibly masked native WT ability (6, 28). These studies demonstrate how the complex details of viral intracellular trafficking and nuclear entry make it difficult to determine where to engineer novel functionality without disrupting the native ability of each viral component to properly assemble and infect a cell.

To overcome the need for mechanistic knowledge to modify an integral part of the viral life cycle, we developed a library-based approach to aid in identifying optimal sites for inserting new features or functions. We have applied this capability to generate two libraries that contain a sequence from HIV MA that has been shown to function as a NLS (4) or the simian virus 40 (SV40) NLS (29) inserted in random locations throughout the entire MLV gag-pol sequence. Selection of these libraries via retroviral infection of growth-arrested cells led to the identification of a novel variant capable of infecting nondividing cells in vitro and in vivo, which could be used to study the viral life cycle and to significantly expand the gene therapy applications of MLV. Furthermore, the gag-pol insertion library can be utilized to introduce other desirable viral modifications and analysis of the optimal locations for new features could yield future insights into viral structure-function relationships. Finally, the library generation and selection method can be expanded to the investigation of other viral genomes and more generally to address other challenges in mammalian protein engineering.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines and constructs. HEK 293T cells were cultured in Isco’s modified Dulbecco’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37°C and 5% CO2. The retroviral construct pCLGIT gag-pol was constructed to express enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) from the viral long terminal repeat and to allow for regulation of gag-pol expression by doxycycline (22). The vector construct pCLPGW expresses eGFP (BD Clontech, Mountain View, CA) from a human ubiquitin C promoter (gift from Carlos Lois) and contains the woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element (37). The helper constructs pCMV gag-pol and pCDNA3 IVS VSV-G express MLV gag-pol and the vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G), respectively, from the cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate-early promoter (53).

Construction of pCLGIT gag-pol.NLS libraries. The gag-pol.NLS insertion libraries were constructed using a transposon-based approach we have previously described (53). Briefly, a modified transposon containing the kanamycin resistance gene (kanR) was randomly inserted into gag-pol using the MGS kit (Finnyzymes, Espoo, Finland) to bookmark insertion sites. The gene library of gag-pol-kanR6 variants was then cloned into the pCLGIT construct before replacing kanR6 with the NLS sequences identified in HIV MA (NSLHIV) or SV40 (NSLSV40). The resulting pCLGIT gag-pol.NLS plasmid libraries thus contain MLV constructs that express gag-pol variants with the NSLHIV or NSLSV40 sequence incorporated in a random position. The NLS inserts were constructed by annealing oligonucleotides 5’-GGCCGGAAGAAGAAGATTAGTATAG-3’ and 5’-GGCCGGAAGAAGAAGATTAGTATAGAAACGATTGCCGAGG-3’ for the NSLHIV insert and 5’-GGCCGGAAGAAGAAGATTAGTATAGCAAGCACTGAC-3’ and 5’-GGCCGGAAGAAGAAGATTAGTATAGCAAGCACTGAC-3’ for the NSLSV40 insert. The library sizes were estimated by colony counting of a dilution of each transformation.

Library production and selection. The initial vector preparations of the gag-pol.NLS libraries were packaged by calcium phosphate transfection of the plasmid library, pCDNA3 IVS VSV-G, and pCMV gag-pol into 293T cells in the presence of 100 ng/ml doxycycline to suppress the expression of gag-pol.NLS and thereby allow packaging with WT gag-pol. Vector supernatant was harvested after 2 or 3 days and concentrated by ultracentrifugation. This viral library, containing pCLGIT gag-pol.NLS library genomes encapsapulated by WT gag-pol protein, was used to infect 293T cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of <0.1. eGFP-positive (eGFP+) cells were fractionated by fluorescence-activated cell sorting on a MoFlo high-speed sorter (Dako, Denmark). Virus was rescued via the transfection of pCDNA3 IVS VSV-G, and harvested virus (round 1 of selection) was then used to infect naïve 293T cells at a MOI of <0.1. eGFP+ cells were again sorted, and the viral rescue process was repeated for each successive round of selection. eGFP expression was measured by flow cytometry, and MOIs were estimated assuming a Poisson distribution for infection. Titers were determined by a linear regression of at least three independent cell populations infected at MOIs between 0.05 and 1.

For initial growth arrest selection, target 293T cells were preincubated for 4 h with 2 μg/ml aphidicolin prior to a 4-h incubation with virus and aphidicolin. Cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline and incubated in aphidicolin for an additional 16 h before release. Analysis of DNA content by propidium iodide staining at each stage of infection indicated that the majority of cells were arrested after the initial 4-h aphidicolin exposure (data not shown). Infected cells were propagated for at least 10 days before fluorescence-activated cell sorting. For higher-stringency arrests, the aphidicolin concentration was increased and/or the cells were serum starved (0.5% fetal bovine serum) for 48 h before infection. The titers of viral libraries in every round were determined on cycling cells as described above, and the titers were equivalent to the titers with WT gag-pol throughout the growth arrest selection (data not shown).

Clonal isolation and analysis. After the final selection round, viral genomic RNA was isolated from vectors using the Qiagen viral RNA kit (QIAGEN, Palo Alto, CA). The 5.2-kbp gag-pol sequences were amplified by RT-PCR of five overlapping fragments from 800 bp to 1.2 kbp in size and inserted into a plasmid for DNA sequencing (primer sequences available upon request). Clonal pCMV gag-pol.NLS helper plasmids were constructed by swapping isolated NLS-containing fragments lacking any point mutations into pCMV gag-pol. Vectors were packaged by transient transfection of single or multiple gag-pol helper plasmids with pCLPUGW and pCDNA3 IVS VSV-G. Titers were determined by flow cytometry as described above.

293T cells were grown with 2 μg/ml aphidicolin, 1 μg/ml mitomycin C, or 1 mM hydroxyurea for 24 h. Cells were then exposed to virus and the antimotic agent for 4 h, washed, and incubated with each drug for an additional 48 h before flow cytometry analysis. Titers on arrested cells were determined by flow cytometry for cycling cells. Growth arrest was confirmed by propidium iodide staining (data not shown).

Infection of neurons in vitro and in vivo. Rat hippocampal neuronal cultures (gift of Dr. J. La Chen) were isolated as previously described (8). Cytosine arabinoside (5 μM) was added 7 days after plating to inhibit glial division. Two days later, cells were incubated with equal volumes of titer-matched vector stocks for 24 h and cultured for an additional 4 h before fixation and immunofluorescence staining with rabbit anti-GFP (1:2,500, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), mouse anti-microtubule-associated protein 2 (a and b forms) [anti-MAP-2(a+b)] (1:250, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and guinea pig anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (anti-GFAP) (1:1,000, Advanced Immunochemical, Long Beach, CA) primary antibodies (Abs) and corresponding Alexafluor 488 and 546 (1:250, Molecular Probes)- or Cy3 (1:250, Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA)-conjugated secondary Abs. Nuclei were counterstained with 4,6-diamidine-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI). eGFP+ cells in cells infected with 2 or 5 μl concentrated, high-titer virus were counted.

Animal protocols were approved by the University of California, Berkeley Animal Care and Use Committee in accordance with NIH guidelines. High-titer CLPUGW vectors (~1011 IU/ml) packaged with pCMV gag-pol or a combination of pCMV gag-pol and pCMV gag-pol.p12.NLS were stereotaxically injected into anesthetized adult female Fischer-344 rats. Three microliters was administered unilaterally into the striatum (n = 6 striata per vector) or hippocampus (n = 4) as we have previously described (32, 53). After 1 week, the brains were harvested, postfixed, sectioned (40 μm), and analyzed by fluorescence confocal microscopy after staining with rabbit anti-GFP (1:2,500), guinea pig anti-GFAP (1:1,000), and mouse anti-NeuN (1:200; Chemicon, Temecula, CA) Abs and the corresponding Alexafluor 488 and 633 (1:250)- and Cy3 (1:250)-conjugated secondary Abs.

RESULTS

Construction and selection of gag-pol.NLS libraries. Modified transposons were used to introduce NLSHIV and NSLSV40 into random positions throughout Moloney MLV gag-pol via a library generation method we have recently described (53). While the sequence from SV40 represents a classical, bipartite NLS, it should be noted that there are conflicting reports on whether the sequence from SV40 is functional. While the sequence from SV40 is functional, it should be noted that there are conflicting reports on whether the sequence from SV40 is functional.

While the sequence from SV40 is functional, it should be noted that there are conflicting reports on whether the sequence from SV40 is functional.

While the sequence from SV40 is functional, it should be noted that there are conflicting reports on whether the sequence from SV40 is functional.
pol.NLS\textsubscript{SV40} libraries were inserted into the retroviral construct pCLGIT gag-pol, which expresses eGFP from the viral long terminal repeat and gag-pol under tetracycline control (Fig. 1A). The plasmid libraries were approximately 1/100,000 to 1.4/100,000 in size for the NLS HIV and NLSSV40 libraries, respectively, and thus contained insertions in most or all of the 5,214 internucleotide positions in gag-pol.

Library and WT vectors were packaged with VSV-G and serially replicated on 293T cells to isolate variants that could yield infectious virions (Fig. 1B). As expected, the initial viral titers were low compared to the WT virus titers, indicating that the majority of the insertions into gag-pol were deleterious. However, by the third round of selection, the library titers reached the same level as the WT virus did (Fig. 2A).

The resulting replication-competent vector library was then selected on 293T cells incubated with aphidicolin, which arrests cells in G\textsubscript{1}/S (27). A treatment protocol of 4 h of preincubation, 4 h of viral exposure, and 16 h of postincubation with 2 \mu{g}/ml aphidicolin was sufficient to reduce the titer of virus containing WT gag-pol to less than 5% of that on cycling cells. Furthermore, limiting the aphidicolin incubation time to 24 h maintained the viability needed for cell propagation and viral recovery (via the introduction of VSV-G) (3). Both libraries initially showed a modest improvement over WT in their ability to infect arrested cells but steadily improved over subsequent rounds of selection, especially the NLSHIV library (Fig. 2B).

The aphidicolin concentration was elevated to 4 \mu{g}/ml in round 4 and 6 \mu{g}/ml in round 5 to escalate the selective pressure on the libraries. To explore the possibility for multiple NLSs to improve nuclear import (possibly the case for HIV), cells in round 5 were infected at a higher MOI to potentially allow some variants to acquire multiple gag-pol.NLS sequences. That is, the resulting viral progeny could result from recombination between distinct RNA genomes and thereby contain multiple NLS sequences. The final high-stringency selection involved 6 \mu{g}/ml aphidicolin after 48 h of serum starvation and infection at an MOI of <0.1.

**Isolation of gag-pol.NLS clones.** Viral genomic RNA was extracted from virus rescued from the final selection round, and overlapping fragments of gag-pol were amplified by RT-PCR. NLS\textsubscript{HIV} insertions were found in two primary locations. The majority of the amplicons with the first 800 bp of gag-pol had a NLS\textsubscript{HIV} insertion before amino acid (aa) 50 in the viral protein p12 (aa 181 of the polyprotein) in the desired frame. The transposition reaction results in the duplication of 5 host nucleotides at the site of insertion (Fig. 1A), so this could also represent an insertion at aa 52. Additionally, amplification of
TABLE 1. Dominant gp.NLS sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Amino acid sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT p12</td>
<td>PSRDNGGEATPAGEDPSPAASLRRG REPPVADSTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p12.NLS</td>
<td>PSRDNGGEAAAGKKYKLYKHGAATPAGEAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p12.NLS-1</td>
<td>PSRDNGGEATPVRPQREPPQRRRERPHAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p12.NLS-2</td>
<td>SPMASRLRGRYPFPSSSLGQREPPVADSTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>QWAETGGMG..GFKNSTPTEFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT.NLS</td>
<td>GFKNSTPAGKKKYYKLYHGAPTEFD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT.NLS-1</td>
<td>QWAETGCQPKEEENRGTGGMG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Newly introduced amino acids are shown in bold type and underlined, and residue positions in mature WT proteins are indicated.

the first half of pol revealed an in-frame NLS HIV inserted before aa 196 of RT in some clones. Sequencing of remaining regions encoding NC, CA, the latter portion of RT, and IN did not reveal any other insertions.

The NLSHV library yielded variable results. The majority of the isolated sequences were identical to the WT sequence, but a few unique insertions were detected in p12 and RT. These were in three different frames and encoded an Arg-rich sequence resulting from a double insertion before aa 53 in p12, a Ser-rich sequence before aa 71 in p12, and a Glu-rich sequence before aa 36 in RT. While the Arg-rich insertion is basic, none of these inserts encodes a known NLS; however, they confirm that these sites in gag-pol are permissive to insertion. Amino acid sequences at each insertion are detailed in Table 1.

Though the libraries were independently constructed and propagated, there was an insertion in the NLSHV library in a position nearly identical to that of the dominant p12 insert in the NLSHV library. Both identified sites in p12 agree with previous analyses of gag subregions (2, 55), which indicates that the region around aa 50 is particularly tolerant to modification. The identified sites in RT occur in the N-terminal portion and the finger domain of the polymerase region near four highly conserved residues that participate in DNA binding (42). These areas have been previously modified by deletions and site-specific mutations, and this study now identifies them as sites that allow peptide insertions of 12 to 16 aa. While there are likely other permissive sites, such as in the C terminus of IN (46), the emergence of these sites from our high-throughput vector selection indicates they may be particularly able to participate in the production of high-titer virus.

Since the libraries were selected by iterative retroviral replication, point mutations could conceivably have arisen to compensate for or contribute to the performance of the mutants. However, while many clones had several point mutations, none was consistently present in every sequence. Furthermore, individual variants containing only the NLS insert were constructed and analyzed to determine whether the NLS insertion alone was sufficient to confer the ability to infect nondividing cells.

Packaging with gag-pol.NLSHV clones. Helper constructs pCMV gp.p12.NLS and pCMV gp.RT.NLS that drive expression of clonal gag-pol.NLSHV sequences from the CMV promoter were constructed by site-directed insertion of NLSHV into the novel locations in p12 and RT, respectively. A third clone, pCMV gp.dbl mut, with both insertions was also constructed. As the performance of the NLSHV library in the growth arrest assays, as well as the isolated mutant sequences, indicated no significant ability to infect nondividing cells, these variants were not pursued.

The NLSHV clones were used to package a retroviral construct expressing eGFP (but no viral proteins), and vectors packaged with mutant gag-pol.NLSHV in place of WT gag-pol exhibited significantly reduced titers. When vectors were packaged by cotransfection of both the mutant and WT gag-pol plasmids to create mixed Gag-Pol virions, however, the resulting titers were equivalent to vectors packaged with WT plasmid only. Furthermore, packaging by cotransfection of pCMV gag-pol and pCMV gp.p12.NLS at various ratios showed that the titer increased proportionately with the amount of WT plasmid present (Fig. 3).

The low titers of vectors packaged with individual mutants seemingly contradict the WT-equivalent titers seen in the library propagation. Low-MOI infections during selection were intended to increase the likelihood that infected cells would contain only one provirus, such that subsequently rescued virus would contain a gag-pol gene packaged inside the Gag-Pol proteins it encodes. However, depending on promoter usage, eGFP expression can underestimate MOI, and infections may have been at higher MOIs than predicted (23, 47). Therefore, copropagation with WT virus (generated through recombination of NLS mutants) may have contributed to high library titers analogous to the copackaging of clonal variants (Fig. 2A and 3B).
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DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of successful infection of nondividing cells both in vitro and in vivo by a gammaretrovirus. Two models have been proposed to explain the discrepancy between the ability of HIV and MLV to infect nondividing cells. The predominant hypothesis is that, unlike HIV, MLV lacks a NLS required for active nuclear import (34). The presence of a NLS has also been implicated in the in vitro infection of nondividing cells by alpharetroviruses, but this has not been confirmed in vivo (24, 26, 30, 31, 44). However, previous MLV variants with NLSs engineered at fixed locations in IN or proviral DNA were unable to infect growth-arrested cells (35, 48). We therefore developed a transposon-based approach to comprehensively probe NLS insertions at possibly every site in the entire gag-pol sequence for the optimal location. Selection of the libraries via low-MOI retroviral infection of mature neurons, whereas none were observed in animals injected with the WT vector (Fig. 5D and E).

Infection of growth-arrested cells with mixed WT/Gag-Pol.NLSHIV virions. Mixed WT/Gag-Pol.NLSHIV virions were used to infect growth-arrested cells, which were subsequently expanded for 8 days after aphidicolin release to confirm that expression was the result of stable integration events. The mixed WT/RT.NLS vector did not exhibit significant improvement on arrested cells; however, the mixed WT/p12.NLS vector strikingly exhibited the same infectivity on arrested cells as on dividing cells, representing a greater than 12-fold improvement over the WT vector (Fig. 4A). Mixed Gag-Pol vectors packaged at different ratios of WT and mutant plasmids revealed that the enhanced ability to infect growth-arrested cells directly correlated to the levels of gp.p12.NLS plasmid present in the transfection (Fig. 4B).

The cell growth arrest mechanism and stringency that had been used for library selection were limited to reversible treatments, which left a small percentage of cells permissive to infection by WT virus (Fig. 2B and 4A). We therefore investigated vector performance in high-stringency growth arrest via incubation in aphidicolin 24 h before infection and until the time of analysis. We also infected cells treated with mitomycin C, which arrests cells in G2, and hydroxyurea, which arrests cells in G1/S through a different mechanism than aphidicolin, but which can also reduce infection by inhibiting reverse transcription (27). With all treatments, virions containing some or all gp.p12.NLS-derived proteins exhibited significantly enhanced infectivity compared to WT virions, indicating the ability to infect cells arrested at multiple points in the cell cycle (Fig. 4C). Notably, the low-titer virus packaged exclusively with the gag-pol.p12.NLS helper plasmid exhibited the same level of infectivity on growth-arrested cells as on cycling cells.

Infection of neurons in vitro and in vivo. Because antimitotic agents could conceivably influence other aspects of retroviral infection, we further tested the ability of the mixed WT/p12.NLS vector to infect terminally differentiated cells. Primary hippocampal cultures were isolated and infected with high-titer viral stocks. Though cells were cultured in cytosine arabinoside to prevent glial division, eGFP + cells were visible 2 days later in every well. Immunofluorescence staining 4 days postinfection revealed a small number of eGFP + cells in wells infected with WT virions that colocalized with the astrocytic marker GFAP. However, a significantly greater number of eGFP + cells were present in wells infected with mixed WT/p12.NLS virions. The majority of these colocalized with GFAP, but several infected cells also stained positively for MAP-2(a+b), a neuronal marker (Fig. 5A to C).

Because antimitotic agents could conceivably influence other aspects of retroviral infection, we further tested the ability of the mixed WT/p12.NLS vector to infect terminally differentiated cells. Primary hippocampal cultures were isolated and infected with high-titer viral stocks. Though cells were cultured in cytosine arabinoside to prevent glial division, eGFP + cells were visible 2 days later in every well. Immunofluorescence staining 4 days postinfection revealed a small number of eGFP + cells in wells infected with WT virions that colocalized with the astrocytic marker GFAP. However, a significantly greater number of eGFP + cells were present in wells infected with mixed WT/p12.NLS virions. The majority of these colocalized with GFAP, but several infected cells also stained positively for MAP-2(a+b), a neuronal marker (Fig. 5A to C).

To determine whether the enhanced infection of terminally differentiated cells was restricted to in vitro culture conditions, we injected high-titer WT or mixed WT/p12.NLS vectors into the striatum and hippocampus of adult rats. A large number of dividing cells, such as GFAP + glia, were infected by both vector preparations. However, NeuN + eGFP + cells were also present in the striata and hippocampal CA1 regions of animals injected with the mixed WT/p12.NLS vector, indicating successful infection of mature neurons, whereas none were observed in animals injected with the WT vector (Fig. 5D and E).
virus titers, a result previously unachievable using rational design. Specifically, these vectors demonstrated that a single NLS insertion into MLV p12 was sufficient to confer the novel ability to infect nondividing cells.

Although several NLSs have been identified in HIV, there is little consensus as to which, if any, are necessary or sufficient for active nuclear import (13, 49). Whereas studies with HIV have had to rely on loss-of-function deletions, our gain-of-function study with MLV may enable a future complementary analysis of viral nuclear entry mechanisms. For instance, a detailed investigation of the physical composition of mixed Gag-Pol virions packaged by transfection of various ratios of gag-pol plasmids could help identify the amount of p12.NLS protein necessary to impart the novel functionality and strong trends to MLV (Fig. 4B). Notably, though the sequence in HIV MA has been shown to mediate the nuclear localization of conjugated proteins, there is considerable evidence that it does not confer these capabilities to HIV MA itself, suggesting the importance of the specific context of a given sequence (4, 12, 19, 41, 48). Furthermore, as the identified HIV NLSs are believed to interact with different host factors (18, 36, 41), additional or alternate NLSs can be incorporated into MLV via this random insertion approach to explore whether accessing multiple, unique import pathways can further enhance functionality.

A second explanation that has been proposed for the inability of MLV to infect nondividing cells is that, whereas CA rapidly dissociates from HIV after cellular entry, the continued association of MLV CA either makes the PIC too large to efficiently pass through a NPC or shields a possible MLV NLS (16, 17, 45, 51). The successful infection of neurons in vivo by the novel variant (Fig. 5D and E) indicates that the MLV PIC is physically capable of passing through a NPC. While no NLS has yet been identified in WT MLV, we and others have seen low but detectable levels of WT MLV infection on terminally differentiated cells under certain in vitro culture conditions (24, 28, 40). If the rate of CA dissociation were the limiting factor in nuclear entry, a small number of PICs with an un-
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**FIG. 5.** Infection of primary neurons in vitro and in vivo. (A, B) Colocalization of p12.NLS/WT- or WT virus-infected hippocampal cells (eGFP+ [green]) with (A) MAP-2+ neurons (red) and/or (B) GFAP+ astrocytes (red). Cells are counterstained with DAPI (blue). Bar, 40 μm. (C) Mean titers and standard deviations (error bars) on hippocampal cultures (values were significantly different [P < 0.005] (n = 4). Titers on 293T cells were equivalent to each other ([P > 0.05 [data not shown]]. (D, E) eGFP expression (green) in (D) striatal and (E) hippocampal sections of animals injected with WT/p12.NLS or WT vector. Cells were stained for NeuN (blue) and GFAP (red) to detect neurons and astrocytes, respectively. Bars, 400 μm. Bars in insets, 40 μm.
coated and yet to be identified WT NLS could explain the active nuclear import implied by these results. The significant increase in neuronal infection due to the addition of a novel NLS into p12 does not contradict this possibility, as it likely provides an alternate, accessible avenue for active nuclear entry. Our identification of a permissive insertion site that can influence nuclear entry could also aid the development of novel tools to further delineate whether the limiting factor in MLV nuclear entry is the absence of a native active import mechanism or possibly an indirect result of another postentry event, such as uncoating (52).

The identification of p12 as a successful mediator of intracellular trafficking could serve to address additional questions in MLV biology. Little is known about the structure and intravirion location of p12, but recent genetic studies have suggested a role in nuclear entry and/or sequestration (2, 33, 54–56). Our results strongly imply that p12 is present in the PIC in an exposed location that can influence nuclear transport and potentially support the model that p12 mediates transport of the WT MLV PIC to the proper nuclear location for integration (54). The introduction of a marker (38) into our identified location in p12 could help illuminate its role in WT MLV infection as well as analyze interactions with additional cellular factors that participate in nuclear import and chromosomal attachment of the MLV PIC (reviewed in reference 20). Such information could further aid the study of integration, as differences in host factor associations with the individual NLSs in HIV and chromosomal state of the target cell have both been implicated in integration site determination (5, 9, 10, 15, 18, 36). Interestingly, we found that the steady-state expression levels (i.e., mean fluorescence intensity) in cells infected with virions packaged exclusively with gp.p12.NLS were slightly lower than with virions packaged with WT plasmid, suggesting a possible difference in chromosomal location, since the integrated proviruses are otherwise identical (data not shown). Further analysis with our and other NLS insertions into gag-pol may help determine the influence of nuclear factors and chromosomal state on the integration site preferences of different retroviruses (39).

We have used a high-throughput library generation and selection method to isolate a MLV variant that is capable of infecting growth-arrested cells. Virions packaged by transfection of a mixture of gag-pol.NLS and WT gag-pol plasmids could be generated at a high titer and were able to transduce mature neurons in vitro and in vivo. This novel functionality could help to elucidate details of viral intracellular trafficking and also broadens the possible applications for MLV gene delivery vectors. Future work with these mutants and identified insertion sites may be useful for engineering other desirable vector features, such as site-specific integration. The method utilized to generate the libraries and select for desirable phenotypes directly in mammalian cells could be generally applied to investigate other postentry mechanisms of retroviral restriction, and, more broadly, to the engineering of other mammalian proteins.
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